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We review the renormalization of the electroweak sector of the standard model.
The derivation also applies to the minimal supersymmetric standard model. We
discuss regularization, and the relation between the threshold corrections and the







. We show that global ts to the data
exclude regions of supersymmetric model parameter space and lead to lower bounds
on superpartner masses.
1 Introduction
1.1 The standard model and beyond
Over the past decade we have seen the standard model (SM) tested with in-
creasing precision by a large number of experiments. It is quite remarkable
that as the measurements become more accurate and encompass more observ-
ables, the standard model is repeatedly conrmed to greater precision. When
discrepancies are found, they always seem to evaporate with subsequent data
and/or analyses. From the point of view of precision measurements there is no
need for physics beyond the standard model.
With so much direct experimental evidence conrming the standard model
(and no evidence of discrepancies
1
) it might appear somewhat mysterious that
so much time and eort is spent studying models beyond the standard model.
There are many reasons why people believe the standard model with a light
Higgs boson is not the whole story. Many agree that new physics near the
electroweak scale is necessary in order to resolve the hierarchy problem. They
point out that in order for the huge hierarchy between the electroweak and
Planck scales to exist the parameters in the Higgs sector of the standard model
must be tuned to one part in 10
34
. New physics near the electroweak scale can
stabilize or obviate this hierarchy. As the scale of new physics is raised above
the TeV scale, either a new (albeit much less severe) hierarchy problem arises
or there are problems with perturbative unitarity. Another major reason to
consider physics beyond the standard model is in order to nd a simpler or
1
unied theory which oers an explanation for the standard model symmetries,
matter content, and/or gives some framework for understanding the values of
the 18 standard model input parameters.
Models of physics beyond the standard model can for the most part be
divided into two classes, which are distinguished by their implementation of
electroweak symmetry breaking. These are technicolor theories and supersym-
metry. The simplest (and, it turns out, unviable) technicolor models operate
in many respects like a scaled-up version of QCD. Such models typically en-
counter problems related to the fermion mass hierarchy, avor changing neutral
currents, electroweak precision tests, and/or light pseudoscalars. To avoid this
plethora of pitfalls, rather large, complicated, and seemingly ad hoc models
must be invoked.
Supersymmetry, on the other hand, does not suer from any of the pre-
viously mentioned problems. In fact, due to the decoupling nature of super-
symmetric corrections, the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM)
with a heavy ( 1 TeV) superpartner spectrum is indistinguishable from the
standard model in all weak-scale experiments. In this light, the success of the
standard model can be also realized as the success of the MSSM.
The fact that the gauge couplings nearly unify in the MSSM
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(but not
the standard model) may be taken as indirect evidence for supersymmetric
grand unied theories (GUTs). String theory is the only viable candidate
for a theory of quantum gravity, and supersymmetry remains (for the most
part) an essential element in the construction of sensible string theories. In
some string models, low-energy supersymmetry is an unavoidable by-product.
Gauge coupling unication can arise in string theory, with or without a GUT.
Another nice virtue of supersymmetry is related to electroweak symmetry
breaking. In the standard model, electroweak symmetry breaking is accom-
plished by setting the Higgs mass parameter to the wrong-sign by hand. In
popular supersymmetric models, however, the Higgs mass parameter has a
positive value at an initial (high) scale. By virtue of radiative corrections the
mass runs with the scale, and at the electroweak scale it has the wrong sign.
This radiative breaking of electroweak symmetry is a rather generic feature of
supersymmetric models.
While supersymmetric theories readily explain electroweak symmetry break-
ing, they introduce the problem of supersymmetry breaking. A priori there
are hundreds of arbitrary new parameters in the supersymmetry-breaking La-
grangian. There are simple models of supersymmetry breaking which greatly
reduce the number of parameters. For example, in the simplest gravity- and
gauge-mediated models that we will consider, there are about 5 input param-
eters.
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With this introduction, we are motivated to study in some detail the rami-
cations of low-energy supersymmetry. Radiative corrections play an essential
role in much of the discussion of supersymmetry phenomenology. In the next
section we will pedagogically review renormalization of the electroweak sec-
tor of the standard model. This discussion applies to the MSSM as well. In
the following section we discuss regularization, threshold corrections, and the
renormalization group equations (RGEs). We apply these results when we dis-
cuss the global t of electroweak data in the standard model and the MSSM
in Sec. 4. A brief summary and conclusions are provided in Sec. 5.
2 Electroweak Renormalization
Renormalization remains a cornerstone of particle physics. In any model of
particle physics, whether the standard model or beyond, if radiative correc-
tions are to be taken into account some renormalization procedure must be
implemented. Here we review the standard technique of counterterm renor-
malization. We will focus on the renormalization necessary to calculate the
supersymmetric corrections to electroweak observables. For this we need not
consider full gauge-sector renormalization (ghosts; gauge-xing). For a more
complete treatment see Ref. [3].
We rst introduce the counterterms, and then discuss the renormalization
conditions which determine them. In the following section we consider the cal-
culation of the counterterms (and Feynman diagrams in general) by discussing
regularization and Passarino-Veltman functions.
The renormalization procedure is straightforward. We start in each case
with the bare Lagrangian, which consists of bare parameters (bare masses and
couplings) and bare elds. We write this in terms of the renormalized param-









= m+ m ; e
b
= e+ e :
The bare elds are equal to the renormalized elds multiplied by a wave-










factor is in general a matrix, mixing elds with the same quantum
numbers into each other. After these replacements, we can separate the bare
Lagrangian into the renormalized Lagrangian and the counterterm Lagrangian.
The counterterm Lagrangian gives rise to new vertices, which lead to new
3
graphs in each order of perturbation theory. These counterterm graphs cancel
subdivergences in multiloop diagrams. At one-loop order, however, the coun-
terterm vertices enter only in tree graphs. Hence, the one-loop renormalization
procedure is quite simple, and amounts to adding the one-loop diagram con-
tribution to the tree-level (bare) Lagrangian contribution. In the last step of
the renormalization procedure we apply the renormalization conditions. The
renormalization conditions determine the counterterms and the physical mean-
ing of the renormalized parameters.
For mass and wave-function renormalization, it is most natural to impose
the on-shell renormalization conditions. In this case the renormalized mass is
the pole mass (i.e. the experimentally measured mass). The on-shell renor-
malization conditions consist of two parts:
a) the renormalized mass is the real part of the pole of the propagator, (1)
b) the real part of the residue of the pole is unity. (2)























































is the external momenta-squared, m
ij


























Scalar mass and wave-function renormalization provides the simplest ex-




































So, the bare inverse propagator can be read o, and at one-loop level we simply













































At O() we can set Z
 1

























The prime denotes the derivative with respect to p
2
. The second part of the
on-shell renormalization conditions requires that the real part of the residue







) = 1 : (8)
Again, at O() we can replace the complex pole p
2
by the real part, the








Next we consider gauge-boson mass and wave-function renormalization.

































Only the transverse part of the propagator contributes to physical processes.
Correspondingly, only the transverse part of the one-loop self energy will ap-
pear in the corrections.
The gauge boson renormalization is quite similar to the scalar case we just
considered. In the standard model -Z mixing introduces a slight complication.























where 2 denotes the D'Alembertian. As usual we rewrite this in terms of the


















































































































We have dropped some terms of O(
2






























































































We determine the counterterms by applying the on-shell renormalization


































) = 1 (17)



















































































We use the fact that a self-energy evaluated at zero external momentum is real.
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The nal mass and wave-function renormalization we need to consider ap-
plies to fermion elds. Just as in the previous examples, we start by writing the
bare Lagrangian, then substitute for the renormalized elds and mass. In gen-
eral we will have mixing among the elds, so the masses and the wave-function






















































































= (1  
5
)=2  . From this expression we can read o the bare











































































































 1 + Z
L;R






















































































































To apply the on-shell renormalization conditions it is convenient to intro-
duce an on-shell spinor u which satises the equation of motion (p= m)u = 0.
b
Note in the mass basis m and m are real and diagonal.
c














If the fermion under consideration is unstable the eective Lagrangian is not Hermitian.
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Recall that the on-shell renormalization conditions have two parts. The rst
part requires that the poles of the renormalized propagator are at the renor-
malized masses. A pole in the propagator corresponds to a vanishing column
in the inverse propagator, when the spinor multiplies the inverse propagator






) = 0 (25)
for all i; j. The second part of the on-shell renormalization conditions requires
that the residues of the propagator poles are unity. Note that Eq. (25) only
requires that the diagonal elements of the inverse propagator have the form
A(p= m
i






























































































































































































































































































































































) = 0 :
Taking the sum of these equations, and substituting m
i














































































































































































































































Note that the Lagrangian is invariant if we rotate both the left and right-







. This means that there is an arbitrari-
ness in the diagonal wave-function renormalization constants. The on-shell


















No physical results depend on this arbitrariness. This freedom allows us to
choose the Z
R ii
to be real. We then determine the imaginary part of Z
L ii













































The fermion renormalization constants are somewhat complicated. If one
introduces the eective mixing matrices, which diagonalize the renormalized
mass matrix, the wave-function renormalization takes a much simpler form. In
particular, the o-diagonal wave-function renormalization constants (Eqs. (33{
34)) are absorbed in the construction of the eective mixing matrices. See
Ref. [4] for details.
We will be primarily interested in the e and  lepton wave-function renor-
malization. In the standard model, and in the supersymmetric extensions we
will consider, Im
S ii
= 0. Also, there is no lepton mixing, and we can ap-
proximate m
`
= 0. In this case the lepton wave-function renormalization takes










We will use Eq. (43) repeatedly.
It will be convenient to write the wave-function renormalization in the













































































































= 1 +O() and Z
a









With these gauge-boson and fermion mass and wave-function renormal-
izations, it is straightforward to renormalize the electric charge. The bare






























































































The terms involving A














































































































We can read o the tree-level vertex from Eq. (48) and at one-loop we simply




























































































































with the renormalized charge e equal to that measured in Thompson scattering,
e
2
=4 = 1=137:065. The absence of an axial-vector contribution in Eq. (51) is





































Diagramatically, these equations correspond to (ignoring the magnetic moment
contribution)















= 0) and the usual QED Ward
identity is realized. In SU(2)U(1), one can consider the various contributions















save one, that of the W -boson. This is true in any model with the standard
model gauge symmetry. Hence, in the MSSM 
T
Z
(0) has the same value as in
the standard model.

























which is equal to  eQ
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where s (c) is the sin (cos) of the weak mixing angle. It is customary to dene
 = = = 2e=e.
Note that the vector Ward identity, Eq. (53), ensures that the renormaliza-
tion of the electric charge is universal, i.e. the avor dependent wave-function
and vertex corrections drop out.
Building on these results, we can readily derive the relationships between
the renormalized Fermi constant, the weak mixing angle, and the W -boson
mass. The Fermi constant is measured most accurately in muon decay. By
considering W -boson mediation at scales well below the W -boson mass, the




















































































The proper vertex function will in general contain other current bilinear prod-
ucts besides (V  A)(V  A). However, in the SM and the MSSM these terms
are suppressed by the small electron and muon masses, so they can be safely






































































The muon decay rate was rst calculated in the eective QED theory, where
































The leading two-loop correction is included by evaluating  at the scale m

.
It is customary to take Eq. (60) as the dening equation for G

. Then, from





















































































































We now have all the ingredients necessary to determine the renormalized

























































































Because of the on-shell renormalization conditions we have applied, the renor-
malized parameters on the right hand side of this equation include the electric
coupling measured in Thompson scattering, the physical Z-boson pole mass
measured at LEP, and the Fermi constant determined from the measurement
of the muon lifetime. All of these physical quantities have corresponding coun-

































































We now specify a meaning for s
2
at one-loop level. This results in a renormal-
ization condition which determines the counterterm s
2
.
All the counterterms we have encountered thus far have both \nite" and
\innite" parts. In the calculation of Feynman diagrams one encounters di-
vergences. A regularization method must be employed to control these di-
vergences. Dimensional reduction is a natural regulator in supersymmetric
theories, as will be discussed in the next section. In dimensional reduction the
integrals are made nite by continuing spacetime to n = 4   2 dimensions.
Then, the divergences appear as poles in 1=. We can dene a renormalized
quantity by requiring its counterterm to be purely \innite", i.e. proportional
to 1=. The renormalized quantity is referred to as a DR parameter
d
, and
depends on the DR renormalization scale Q. From Eq. (66) we nd the DR

































































































In particular, the largest correction is , and this form corresponds to the
solution of the one-loop electric charge renormalization group equation.

























































































The bar in DR signies that the 1= pole is subtracted along with the universal integral















































































Since the W -boson mass is a physical quantity, the correction is independent of












is a physical observable. This combination of terms is
gauge invariant, renormalization scale independent, and is the same whether
hatted or unhatted.
3 Regularization, threshold corrections, and the RGEs
We have determined the mass, wave-function and electric charge counterterms
by applying the on-shell renormalization conditions. These counterterms are
comprised of two, three, and four-point diagrams corresponding to the various
physical processes which are used to measure the input parameters. In super-
symmetric models with the standard model gauge symmetry (e.g. the MSSM),
the various diagrams receive extra contributions from the superpartners, but
the forms of the counterterms remain unchanged.
The divergences which arise in calculating the counterterms and other
Feynman diagrams must be regulated. In order to preserve the Ward (or
Slavnov-Taylor) identities, and to avoid spurious complications, the regulariza-
tion method employed should preserve the symmetries of the bare Lagrangian,
even if they are spontaneously broken. Dimensional regularization respects
gauge symmetry, so it is widely used as a regulator of gauge theories. In di-
mensional regularization spacetime is continued to n = 4  2 dimensions. For











(known variously as `naive dimensional re-
duction', DIMR, or DREG) the dimensionality of spacetime and the (non-
scalar) elds is continued to n-dimensions. Thus, the index of the gauge eld
A














, and so on.
Continuing the dimensionality of the elds to n dimensions poses prob-
lems in supersymmetric theories. Supersymmetry requires equal numbers of
on-shell bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom in a multiplet. Continu-
ing a four dimensional supermultiplet to n dimensions will spoil this equality,
so naive dimensional regularization breaks supersymmetry. A new regulariza-
tion method, called dimensional reduction, was invented for supersymmetric
theories. In dimensional reduction
7
(DRED), spacetime is continued to n di-
mensions while the elds remain unchanged. Hence, the index on the gauge
eld runs from 0 to 3, and the Dirac algebra is 4 dimensional. While there
are unresolved questions about whether dimensional reduction is a good reg-
ulator at all orders in perturbation theory, it is clear that it is a ne gauge
and supersymmetry invariant regulator at one or two loop order
8
. We will use
dimensional reduction in what follows.
We applied the on-shell renormalization conditions to determine the mass,
wave-function, charge and Fermi constant counterterms. As mentioned in the
previous section, it is in some cases expedient to use minimal subtraction to
dene a renormalized quantity and its counterterm. In minimal subtraction,
naive dimensional regularization is employed, and the counterterm is dened
to be `purely innite', i.e. proportional to the pole 1=
n
. Usually the sub-
script `MS' is used to signify a minimally subtracted renormalized quantity.
In modied minimal subtraction, the counterterm is prescribed to contain the
pole as well as the n-dimensional integral artifacts that always appear with the
pole, ln 4  
E
. The two most common uses of modied minimal subtraction
are in the renormalization of the weak mixing angle and the strong coupling
constant. Such renormalized quantities are not physical observables. They are
model dependent and renormalization scale dependent. Contributions from
heavy particles do not decouple in such quantities (one has to implement de-
coupling by hand). Nevertheless, they are process independent, and they can
be useful in comparing the implications of dierent experimental measurements
in a given model.
In supersymmetry we use dimensional reduction to regulate the integrals,
and the subtracted quantities in supersymmetric modied minimal subtraction
are referred to as DR renormalized quantities. We use a hat to denote a DR
renormalized quantity.
Consider the electric charge. If we perform DR subtraction on the bare
17
charge we obtain the renormalized DR charge,
e
b



































We now discuss the calculation of Feynman diagrams. With n  3 there is only
one scalar function for each n-point diagram which needs to be determined to
evaluate the one-loop Feynman integrals. All the various tensor integrals can
be written in terms of the scalar functions. The functions are as dened by
Passarino and Veltman
9
, except we work in the metric (1; 1; 1; 1) and in
some cases we dier by a minus sign.
























The renormalization scale Q is necessary in order to keep the n-dimensional

















where 1=^ = 1=+ ln 4   
E



































































Such Feynman parameter integral forms are especially useful in analytically
evaluating the Passarino-Veltman functions in special cases, such as when one
of its arguments is zero. The explicit formula for B
0
in the general case can
be found in Ref. [10].
18



















































































































































































































































































































































































































The three-point scalar functions depend on the three external momenta,




















is the mass of the internal line














































































































































































Analytic formulae for the C-functions can be found in Ref. [11]. The evalu-
ation of these functions can involve large cancellations, so much care should
be exercised in implementing algorithms. A FORTRAN package, FF, is available
which accurately evaluates these integrals, and more
12
.
It is much more important to be familiar with the denitions and general
properties of these functions than to be concerned with the general formula for
them. For example, notice the general feature that the residue of the 1=^ pole
of each function is the same as the coecient of lnQ
2
. In the calculation of a
physical quantity (such as the W -boson mass) the 1=^ divergences cancel out.
This cancellation exactly corresponds to the cancellation of the renormalization
scale dependence.
It is useful to note the behavior of the Passarino-Veltman functions in the
limit that one of the arguments is large. Looking at B
0
, for example, we can






























Example: SUSY-QCD corrections to the top quark mass
Given these denitions it is easy to evaluate one-loop Feynman diagrams. For





































































































































































































The top quark mass is an input parameter, and as such its counterterm is
renormalization scale and renormalization scheme dependent. The combination
of counterterms and proper functions in the prediction of a physical quantity
is renormalization scale and renormalization scheme independent.
As a second example, consider the squark/gluino contribution to the top


























































































































































































After DR renormalization the full SUSY-QCD top quark mass correction is



































































3.2 Threshold corrections and the RGE
We have just calculated the SUSY-QCD correction to the top quark mass.
The top quark mass is an input parameter in the standard model. It is not
a prediction. Hence, the correction is Q-dependent, and in order to obtain a
nite result in four dimensions one must prescribe a renormalization procedure.
We used DR renormalization.
We see that the correction (101) involves logarithms. If a logarithmic
correction is large the validity of perturbation theory may be threatened, as
the expansion parameter in the perturbation series becomes (=) log(M=m).
Fortunately, these logarithmic corrections can be resummed to all orders in
perturbation theory. The renormalization group equation serves this purpose.
The renormalization group equation for the top quark mass can be derived
































where the dots indicate gauge and Yukawa coupling contributions from the
other (non-QCD) loops. The RGE involves the Q-dependent DR top quark
mass and the Q-dependent DR gauge and Yukawa couplings. There are RG
equations for these couplings as well, and together they form a set of coupled
dierential equations. There is no closed form solution to these equations, but
it is easy to solve them numerically.
We will now examine how the logarithmic and the non-logarithmic correc-










, there is no single scale where the correction (101) is small. At the
scale m
t






scale Q = m
~
t
the gluon loop contribution involves the same large logarithm.
The RGE resums the large logarithms. Suppose we know the top quark pole
mass, and we want to determine the top quark running mass at scales above
the top squark mass. To resum the logs in Eq. (101) we rst apply the gluon
correction at the scale m
t


















Now we solve the RGE to evaluate this running mass at the top squark scale.
The full RGE for the top quark mass involves all the gauge and Yukawa cou-
plings and must be solved numerically. Here we will neglect all but the strong
coupling so that we can solve it directly. In the eective theory below the top
squark mass scale, only the gluon contributes to the m
t
RGE. Hence, from















where t = lnQ
2














In the regime below the squark mass scale, but above the gluino mass scale,
we have b
3



















































This expression resums the logarithmic gluonic corrections to the top quark
mass. It is good at any scale between the top quark mass and the top squark
mass. To determine the running top quark mass above the squark mass scale,
we must include the top squark loop correction. To avoid a large logarithm,
which could spoil perturbation theory, we apply the top squark correction
at the top squark mass scale. At this scale the logarithm in the top squark

























































From this point we can run the top quark mass to higher scales by solving
the full MSSM RGE. Notice that above the top squark mass scale both the
top quark mass RGE and the strong coupling RGE change, due to the squark
contributions.
This example illustrates how to use the RGE to resum large logarithms.
It also demonstrates the interplay between the RGE and the logarithmic and
non-logarithmic parts of the threshold corrections.
4 Z-pole precision data and calculation of the eective couplings
We have renormalized the electroweak sector of the standard model. Since
the MSSM has the same gauge symmetry as the standard model, this renor-
malization also applies in the MSSM. Consider the DR weak mixing angle, for



























































































































The rst 4 terms in the last expression for r^
Z
form the oblique part of the





is the non-oblique part of the correction. In the MSSM both the oblique and
non-oblique terms receive superpartner loop contributions.
Applying this renormalization leads to predictions for observables in the
MSSM which can be compared with experiment. Such comparisons can show
which regions of supersymmetry parameter space are favored, and show that
certain regions are inconsistent with the data.
We already determined the prediction for the W -boson mass. We shall
now derive expressions for other precision observables. Most of the precision
data is due to measurements of Z-boson production and decay. We write





















). The eective couplings depend on the eective charge






































































). First we introduce
related observables.


















































Note that this asymmetry is independent of the electric charge. Hence a mea-
surement of A
f











. In principle, each fermion has its own weak mixing angle in
its coupling to the Z. Each fermion also couples with its own strength, which
is measured by the partial widths,  
f












The polarized electron beam allows SLC to measure the initial and nal















is independent of the nal state couplings. The polarized forward-backward
















































) is the number of fermions produced in the forward (backward) direc-
tion. SLC measures A
f

































a combination of the initial and nal state eective weak mixing angles is
determined. There are other means to measure A
e
independently at LEP. For










from the  -polarization measurement,
P
















































































from the forward-backward charge asymmetry hQ
FB
i.
The LEP and SLC collaborations do not present their results in a model-
independent fashion. In extracting the values of observables from the data
they assume the gauge structure of the standard model. That is, they as-




! f f is mediated by standard model processes: s
and t channel  and Z exchange, and box diagrams involving , W and Z
exchange. The diagrams involving the photon (the s- and t-channel exchange,
the photonic box diagrams, and the  Z interference) are taken into account
by the experimentalists. In other words, these contributions are subtracted
26
from the data. The photonic corrections are small. On the Z-pole they are




. The genuine electroweak box diagrams are
also suppressed, and can be neglected. In the SM and in the MSSM, the re-
maining processes only involve the Z-fermion-antifermion vertex. Thus, by
subtracting the photon contributions the Z-vertices are isolated. In this way
measurements of the coupling of the Z to f f are quoted. It is good to keep in





! f f process, the quoted values of the eective Z-couplings are in-





! f f are superpartner box diagrams. On the Z-pole these con-
tributions are negligible. Hence, the eective coupling analysis is ideally suited
to the MSSM. One needs only to compute the supersymmetric corrections to
the eective couplings, and compare to the quoted values.
Virtual loops involving superpartners change the eective Zf f couplings.
This is the only relevant supersymmetric correction in Z-pole data. We now
derive the form of the Z-vertex corrections. We apply the same renormalization
procedure as in the Sec. 2. The bare Lagrangian is of the form





























As usual, we apply wave-function renormalization and replace the bare cou-
plings by the renormalized couplings plus the counterterms,




































































The Z-vertex may be read o, and at one-loop order we simply add the proper








) to obtain the renormalized vertex (we ne-










































































































are then purely `innite' (i.e. proportional to 1=^ =
27
1=+ ln 4   
E
) and are cancelled by the `innite' parts of the other terms.




are in tree-level relationship with e^ and s^, which we































































































































































































































determines the strength of the eective couplings. The correction to the







































































are the corrections inside the parentheses in Eq. (127),
in the DR scheme. Note the common Z and vector fermion wave-function renor-
28










































































































































We obtain the eective weak mixing angle by multiplying s^
2
from Eq. (69)








are listed for the Zb b coupling in Ref. [13]. Generalizing to the other
fermion couplings is straightforward.
5 Comparison of supersymmetric models and precision data: 
2
analysis



























































































































The calculation of the eective Z-boson couplings allows predictions for 20
precision observables. We can quantify the comparison of a theory with the
measurements by forming a 
2
, which gives a measure of the goodness of the
t. We dene the 
2
below. The reliability of the results of this kind of test
increases with the number of observables. Hence, we will consider the following
11 additional observables in the t:
 3 pole masses





, but include M
Z
in the t since its error is correlated with other
measurements. The combined W -mass measurements from CDF, D0,




= 80:430 0:076 GeV:












 6 low energy observables
The weak charges of Tl and Cs have been measured in atomic parity











Cs) =  72:110:270:89. The deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) experiments have produced a measurement of a linear combination
of eective 4-Fermi operator coecients
17
, (DIS) = 0:5805  0:0039.










0:014. Finally, the CLEO measurement
19
of B(B ! X
s
) yields the 90%
condence level interval 1  10
 4
< B(B ! X
s
) < 4:2  10
 4
. When
an observable x is dened in a nite interval, there are arguments which
suggest that a logistic transformation y = lg(x) should be performed,
so that the new variable y is dened on the entire real axis. Including
the transformed variable in the 
2
results in a more Gaussian shaped





. For a variable dened on (0,1) the logistic transformation is
lg(x) = ln(x=(1  x)).
 2 gauge couplings














These 11 observables, combined with the 20 eective coupling observables, give
a total of 31 observables.
5.1 Global t in the standard model
The measurements and experimental errors of the observables are listed in
Table 1, along with the best t values of the observables in the standard
model. Input data are as of August, 1997. The t is performed as follows. We
construct the 
2
























is the central value and error of the measurement of the
i'th observable, and o
pred
i
is the prediction. Four of the entries in Table 1
are inputs, so they do not have a prediction associated with them. In the
corresponding term in the 
2
in place of the predicted value we use the input
value.
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) plane in the standard model. The
range of Higgs boson mass predicted in the MSSM is also shown.
We then minimize the 
2
function with respect to the inputs. In the













). In the standard
model the 
2
analysis gives rise to pertinent information about the Higgs boson
mass. We nd a standard model central value of M
H
= 66 GeV, and a 95%
condence level upper bound of about 330 GeV. The 68% and 95% condence





In the MSSM, the lightest Higgs boson is constrained by the form of the
tree-level scalar potential to be below the Z-boson mass. Radiative correc-
tions raise the upper bound to about 125 GeV, depending on the superpartner
spectrum
22
. The lower bound on m
h
in supersymmetric models is 78 GeV.
We compare the range of m
h
predicted in the MSSM with the best t value in
the SM in Fig. 1. We see that the range of values predicted in the MSSM falls
within the 68% SM Higgs boson mass range.
5.2 Global t in supersymmetric models
To discuss the global t to the data in supersymmetry we have to specify the
soft supersymmetry breaking Lagrangian. Since we don't know how super-
32
symmetry is broken, we would, in the most general analysis, consider the most
general soft breaking terms. However, this would lead to over one hundred pa-
rameters, with many complicated correlations needed among the parameters
to ensure compliance with FCNC processes, rare decays, and so on. This is an
intractable approach. Instead, we will consider specic high scale models, in
which the soft Lagrangian takes a simple form. Besides reducing the parameter
space to a manageable set, these models have the virtue of automatically sat-
isfying the aforementioned constraints. We will consider two types of models,
which are distinguished by how the supersymmetry breaking is communicated
to the MSSM elds.
Supersymmetric models
In the canonical \minimal supergravity model"
23
, supersymmetry breaking is
parametrized by a universal F -term in a hidden sector. This supersymmetry
breaking vev is communicated to the observable sector (i.e. the MSSM elds)
by gravitational eects, giving rise to scalar masses, gaugino masses, and A-
terms, all of order F=M
P
' 100{1000 GeV. Since gravity is avor blind, it
is assumed that these mass parameters are universal. Hence, in this minimal
model we take as inputs a universal scalar mass, M
0
, a universal gaugino mass,
M
1=2
, and a universal trilinear scalar coupling, A
0
. These inputs apply at the
scale associated with the messenger particle, in this case the Planck scale.
However, for simplicity, and to avoid model dependence, we will take these






In simple gauge-mediated models
24
supersymmetry is dynamically broken
in a hidden sector. Interactions between the supersymmetry breaking sector
and a standard model singlet, S, give rise to vevs in the lowest and F com-
ponents of S. The singlet is coupled to so-called messenger elds, M and
M , through a superpotential coupling SMM . Through this coupling the S
vevs produce diagonal (supersymmetry conserving) and o-diagonal (super-
symmetry breaking) entries in the (M; M) mass matrix. The messenger elds
are charged under the standard model gauge symmetries. Hence, through the
usual gauge interactions, the supersymmetry breaking in the messenger elds
is communicated to the MSSM elds. This gives rise to gaugino and scalar
masses. The masses are proportional to the gauge couplings squared times the
ratio of the F term of S to its scalar component,  = F=S. The masses also
depend on the representation of the messenger elds. In order to maintain the
near unication of couplings in the MSSM, we will consider complete SU(5)
multiplets which do not aect gauge coupling unication at one loop. We'll
33
consider a messenger sector made of n
5
5+ 5 elds and n
10
10+ 10 elds. The
gaugino masses and the scalar masses squared are proportional to the eective







. The trilinear A-terms are
not generated at one-loop, so we set A
0
= 0 at the messenger scale. We will
consider models with n
e
5












= 1, the 10+ 10 model).
In both the gauge- and gravity-mediated models the spectrum of soft
masses is given at some high scale (either M
GUT
or the messenger scale M).
In order to calculate the radiative corrections to the precision observables we
need to determine the physical superpartner spectrum. We specify three steps
to accomplish this. First, we need to run the soft mass parameters from the
initial high scale down to the vicinity of the weak scale. As we describe below,
an appropriate scale to stop the running is the squark mass scale. Second, we
need to construct the weak scale mass matrices of the charginos, neutralinos,
squarks, sleptons and Higgs bosons. These include the soft-breaking mass pa-
rameters and supersymmetry conserving terms proportional to the Higgsino
mass parameter , the gauge boson masses and/or the fermion masses. We
then determine the physical superpartner mass spectrum and mixing angles
by nding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the mass matrices.
5.3 Electroweak symmetry breaking
In both the gravity- and gauge-mediated models we impose electroweak sym-
metry breaking
25
. Electroweak symmetry breaking occurs generically over the
parameter space in both models. The RGEs of the Higgs boson soft masses
include terms proportional to the Yukawa couplings. These terms drive the
Higgs boson masses toward negative values. If tan is not very large, the top
quark Yukawa coupling is larger than the other Yukawa couplings, so the mass
of the Higgs boson which couples to the top quark (H
2
) is driven negative.
This is exactly what is necessary to have electroweak symmetry breaking take
place if tan > 1. In fact, because the bottom Yukawa coupling can become
larger than the top Yukawa coupling at tan
>

60, the mass of the Higgs
which couples to the bottom quark (H
1
) can be driven too negative at large
tan and in this case electroweak symmetry breaking does not occur. This is
why large tan values are excluded in our analysis.
Imposing electroweak symmetry breaking allows us to compute the heavy
Higgs boson mass and the Higgsino mass parameter 
10







, we can determine the CP-odd Higgs boson DR mass
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are the tadpole diagram contributions. These corrections are
necessary in order to ensure that we are at the minimum of the one-loop eec-
tive potential. They are the eective potential corrections in the diagrammatic




from a particle of mass m which couples
to H
i
is of the form m
2
log(m=Q), where Q is the renormalization scale. Since
the squarks are typically the heaviest particles, and because of the color and
multiplicity factors, their contribution to the tadpole corrections usually domi-
nates. The corrections to electroweak symmetry breaking can be applied most
reliably at a scale Q where the tadpole corrections are minimized. This will
generally be in the vicinity of the squark mass scale. This is why we stop the
running of the soft parameters at the squark mass scale. At Q = m
~q
the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking conditions can be reliably computed. At scales far
from m
~q
, large logarithms make perturbation theory less trustworthy.
We work in the convention that the gaugino masses are positive and 
can be either sign, so the sign of  needs to be specied. To summarize, the







; tan; sgn() ; (136)
and the gauge-mediated model parameter space is





We can now describe the results of the comparison of the predictions of these
supersymmetric models with the precision observables. A more complete dis-
cussion can be found in Ref. [26]. Choosing a point in the parameter space
of (136) or (137), we run down the soft mass parameters to the squark mass
scale, and check for electroweak symmetry breaking. We then determine the
physical superpartner masses and mixings. We check if any of the superpart-
ner masses are below the current direct search limits. If so, we disregard that
point, and pick a new point. If all the mass bounds are satised, we compute
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the supersymmetric correction to each observable, and add it to the standard
model prediction. We can then evaluate 
2
and minimize it with respect to the









. We have to iterate










correspond to a dierent supersymmetric spectrum than the one found in the
previous iteration.
The supersymmetric corrections have the following characteristics. For
very large supersymmetric masses ( ~mM
Z
) the supersymmetric corrections
to the weak-scale observables decouple, and go to zero at least as fast asM
Z
= ~m.
In the large ~m limit the predictions in any supersymmetric model will match
those of the standard model, with the standard model Higgs mass equal to the
light supersymmetric Higgs mass. As the superpartner masses become light,
there can be relatively large corrections to the weak-scale observables, and in
general these corrections will upset the near perfect standard model t to the
data shown in Table 1.
The oblique approximation
Before looking at the full one-loop results, it is instructive to consider an ap-
proximation. The full corrections can be divided up into two sets of corrections,
those from gauge boson self-energies, and the vertex, wave-function and box
diagram corrections. The rst set, the gauge-boson self-energy corrections,
are called the oblique corrections. They are universal in the sense that only
certain combinations of gauge boson self-energies appear in the corrections to
every physical observable. In fact, in the lowest order of a derivative expansion,
(where, for example, the derivative 
0







there are only three combinations of gauge boson self-energies which appear.
We consider the combinations given by Peskin and Takeuchi
27
, the S, T and











































































































oblique approximation the non-oblique, process specic corrections (the vertex
corrections, wave function renormalization, and box diagrams) are neglected.
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Figure 2: The range of the corrections to S, T and U in the supergravity model, vs. the
light chargino mass.
There is a simple argument why the oblique approximation is expected to be
a good approximation. Every superpartner (except the gluino) couples to the
electroweak gauge bosons, so every superpartner contributes to the oblique
corrections. Hence, the oblique corrections are enhanced by large multiplicity
factors. For example, there are 21 sfermion contributions. In contrast, only cer-
tain superpartners contribute to the non-oblique corrections. The non-oblique
corrections are constrained by the specic avor of the fermions on the external
lines. Hence, the oblique corrections are expected in general to dominate over
the non-oblique corrections.
The oblique approximation gives an encapsulated view of the supersym-
metric corrections. Rather than looking at the corrections to 30 individual
observables, one can simply compute the corrections to the three oblique pa-
rameters, and then consider which observables are sensitive to which oblique
shifts. In Fig. 2 we show the full range of the supersymmetric corrections
(found in a random scan of 50,000 points in parameters space) to the three
oblique parameters in the supergravity model, versus the light chargino mass.
We see that the corrections to T and U are always positive. The corrections
to S and U are small, less than 0.1, while the corrections to T can be almost
as large as 0.2.
These oblique shifts result in shifts in the prediction of each observable. We
can ascertain the importance of the oblique corrections in the 
2
by dividing
the correction to each observable (due to the shift in each oblique parameter)
by the experimental error. We show the range of the oblique corrections to
various observables in the supergravity model in Fig. 3. We see that some






receive negligible oblique corrections,










We emphasize that the size of the corrections are measured against the current experi-
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Figure 3: The range of the corrections to various observables due to the oblique corrections
to S, T and U , in the supergravity model. The corrections are divided by the experimental
error.
There are two types of corrections in going from the oblique approximation
to the full one-loop corrections. Of course the process-specic corrections must
be added (the vertex, wave function, and box diagram corrections). One also
needs to correct for the full gauge boson self-energies. As we have seen, some
of the gauge boson corrections enter as derivatives of the self-energies. In the
oblique approximation the derivatives are approximated by a dierence of self-
energies. For the dierence to be small, the particles in the loop should be much
heavier than the gauge bosons. Hence, the oblique approximation should not
work well when some superpartner masses are light, of order M
Z
. This is just
what we nd. In Fig. 4 we compare the oblique, non-oblique and full corrections
in the supergravity model. We show the maximum range of the corrections
for various observables, in each case dividing by the experimental error. We
see that for most of the observables the largest non-oblique corrections are
about as large or larger than the largest oblique corrections. The region of
parameter space with light superpartners has the largest corrections { and it
is just in this region where the oblique approximation breaks down. Hence,
when excluding regions of parameter space it is crucial to include the full one-
loop corrections. We turn to the exclusion analysis next. We note that the











(Tl) are all small relative to the experimental error. Hence, the non-
oblique corrections are bound to be small as well. We treat these observables
in the oblique approximation in the next section. For all other observables the
mental error. Fig. 3 does not reect the absolute size of the corrections.
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Figure 4: The range of the oblique (obl), non-oblique (n-obl) and full corrections to various
observables in the supergravity model, divided by the experimental error. The non-oblique
correction to  is neglected.
full one-loop corrections are included.
Excluded regions of supersymmetric parameter space
We need to specify a criteria to exclude a point in supersymmetry parameter
space based on the 
2
test. We will use a criteria analogous to that used in
determining the standard model Higgs boson mass limit. The 95% condence
level limit on the Higgs boson mass corresponds to 
2
= 3:84. That is, if the
dierence between the minimum 
2
value and the 
2
value at a given Higgs
boson mass is greater than 3.84, that value of the Higgs boson mass is excluded
by the data with at least 95% condence. We adopt this criteria directly to the
supersymmetric models. In each model we randomly scan over 50,000 points















is larger than 3.84 we consider this point
in supersymmetry parameter space to be excluded by the data. We emphasize
that at each point we minimize the 
2










We show the results in two dimensional subspaces. In each plot the dashed
curve bounds the region of the parameter space which contains points which
are excluded. The solid line bounds the region of parameter space containing
points which are not excluded. Since we project a multidimensional parameter
space onto two dimensions, there are regions which contain both excluded and
unexcluded points in each gure. The regions bounded by the dashed curves
which are outside the solid curves are absolutely excluded, independently of the
39
Figure 5: Excluded and non-excluded regions in the (a) supergravity model, (b) 5 + 5




) or (M ,
) planes, with  > 0. The region of parameter space where it is possible to nd 
2
> 3:84
is bounded by the dahsed curve. The solid curve indicates the region of parameter space
within which it is possible to nd 
2
< 3:84. The region outside the solid curve, but
inside the dashed curve, is absolutely excluded, independently of the values of any other
parameters.
values of other parameters. In the following we will focus on these absolutely
excluded regions.
In each of the following gures, we show the results for the supergravity
model, the 5 + 5 gauge-mediated model, and the 10 + 10 gauge-mediated
model, in the three panes from left to right, respectively. In each gure we
show the results for  > 0. As expected, the region of parameter space with
the lightest superpartners is excluded. This is exemplied by considering the
input parameters which directly set the scale of the superpartner spectrum.




) plane (Fig. (a)), and in the
(M; ) plane (Figs. (b) and (c)). We see that in the supergravity model we
exclude M
0
< 9 GeV and M
1=2
< 105 GeV for this sign of . The region of
parameter space with the smallest values of  is likewise excluded, giving the
limit  > 36(14) TeV in the 5+ 5 (10+ 10) model.
These limits correspond to limits on the physical superpartner spectrum.
For example, in Fig. 6 we show the results in the (m
H
+
; tan) plane. The
constraint from the B(B ! X
s
) measurement strongly excludes light charged
Higgs masses in the  > 0 case. Depending on the model, charged Higgs masses
below 240{330 GeV are excluded. As a last example, we show the excluded




) parameter space in Fig. 7
f
. The squark (gluino) masses
must be above 280 GeV (255 GeV) in the supergravity model. In the 10+ 10
f






Figure 6: Excluded and non-excluded regions in the (charged Higgs mass, tan ) plane, in the
(a) supergravity model, (b) 5+ 5 gauge-mediated model, and (c) 10+ 10 gauge-mediated
model. The curves are as described in Fig. 5.
Figure 7: Excluded and non-excluded regions in the (squark mass, gluino mass) plane, as in
Fig. 5.
gauge-mediated model the squark and gluino masses are excluded below 340
GeV. See Ref. [26] for the excluded regions of other masses and parameters.
The results in the  < 0 case are typically not as strong, since the B(B !
X
s
) constraint is much weaker. Nevertheless, there are signicant regions of
parameter space excluded. In fact, for all three models under consideration we
nd the following bounds on the superpartner spectrum for either sign of :
 m
~q
> 280 GeV ,
 m
~g


















> 78 GeV ,
 m
H
> 115 GeV ,
 m
A




> 140 GeV .
In each of these cases the 
2
analysis gives us information about the parti-
cle spectrum beyond that which we can currently obtain from direct particle
searches. This provides an example of an interesting and useful application of
the renormalization we derived in the previous section.
6 Conclusions
In these lectures we have reviewed the renormalization of the electroweak sector
of the standard model. This renormalization applies directly to the MSSM. We
reviewed the formalism which allows us to compute the supersymmetric cor-
rections to 21 LEP and SLC observables. We discussed regularization, which
is necessary to calculate the Feynman diagrams. In particular we discussed DR
renormalization, which utilizes the dimensional reduction regularization appro-
priate for supersymmetric theories. We then gave some sample calculations,
and illustrated the relationship between the weak-scale threshold corrections
and the renormalization group equations.
Finally we compared the predictions for thirty-one observables in three
supersymmetric models with the data. We saw that the regions of parameter
space with light superpartners do not give a satisfactory global t to the data.
We adopted an exclusion criteria which led to lower bounds on the various
superpartner masses and parameters. These indirect limits are a nice comple-
ment to the limits found in the ongoing direct production searches, and give
us a better idea of where to, and where not to, expect supersymmetry to show
up.
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jet production at Fermilab, anomalous 4-jet events in ALEPH
data and excess events at the highest energies in HERA data. All are
now consistent with the standard model.
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Table 1: Results of a global t to the standard model. For each observable, we list the
experimental result, the best t result in the SM, and the pull. The pull is the dierence
between the measured value and the prediction, divided by the error.
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